We have had a fantastic start to our year so far, we have been very busy...
Our learning has included finding out all about the nursery environment,
learning about the nursery expectations and making lots of new friends!

We have been
learning how to
share toys and take
turns.

When we sit on the
carpet we have learnt
how to listen carefully to
each other.

We are learning to be
independent, by pouring our
own drink and selecting our
own snack. We are also
getting used to lunchtime
routines.
We are also learning to select
activities independently or to
work with an adult when we
are asked to.

We are choosing books to take home every day and
talking about the stories we have read with our families.

We are learning
how to be kind
and helpful to
each another.

We know that when we
have had a lovely time
playing in our nursery
we also have to help to
tidy the toys away at
the end of the session.

We have also been learning about the Autumn........

We have gone on
Autumn
walk
identify the some
the changes during
seasons.
We have used pine
cones and conkers
to sort, compare
sizes, and we have
counted objects. We
have also explored
basic shapes.to
create pictures.

Exploring new language
and
extending
our
vocabulary through
a topic based on nursery
rhymes’.

We have learnt to use
the autumnal objects
to print with and
make displays to
represent this season.
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We have enjoyed
exploring our outside
learning environment,
playing imaginatively
with others.

er computers.

We have been learning to use one
handed tools such as pencils and scissors
with control.
You can help me by:
Writing our own
Providing me with a coat
name, focusing on
using the correct letter
everyday now that the
formations whilst
weather is getting colder
holding a pencil in a
and encouraging me to put
secue pincer grip.
it on independently.

Next we will be...

Continuing to learn
about numbers, focusing
on counting accurately
on a one to one basis,
first to 5 and then to 10
and above whilst gaining
a greater knowledge of
number values to 10.

We are developing our
understanding about
the world by growing
plants and vegetables

